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Abstract: 

In recent discussions of Indigenous Languages Year declared by the UNESCO, a 

fundamental question has been whether indigenous languages can be revitalised from the 

verge of linguicide. On the one hand, some argue that the linguicide of indigenous languages 

in any country is not a new phenomenon, especially in a nation like India, which is a 

storehouse of cultural as well as linguistic diversity. India gained its momentum in liguicide 

from colonization. From this perspective, it is quite obvious that the colonisers anglicised our 

own languages. Gradually those languages began to lose its true essence of ‘Indianness’ 

wrapped in cultural diversity. A close reading can easily prove that for a developing country 

like India, the emergence of globalization was only another form of post colonialism. So, 

globalization continues taking its elements from colonization. It ranges from the dress code in 

Indian courts to the very form of address, “sir”.When colonisation resulted in the linguistic 

hegemony of English as a legitimised form of expression, globalisation resulted in a 

multicultural linguistic environment which only could cause distractions in the existing 

system of languages. Language is not simply a medium of expression but a strong mark of 

one’s cultural identity indeed. Through this paper I attempt to analyse how challenging is to 

revitalize or prevent linguicide of the indigenous languages in a context which is a 

harmonious blend of postcolonial hangover, globalization, and standardization in Narayan’s 

novel Kocharethi: the Araya Woman. 
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India is diverse and complex in its culture. It is the natives who give identity to a 

place like aboriginals in Australia and tribes in India. As far as the Indian society is 

concerned, tribes play a significant role in the origin of the Indian society as such. But 

unfortunately, the most important ones are on the periphery. The indigenous culture is side-

lined and misinterpreted widely due to the lack of a documented history. In the novel also we 

find the Malayaraya tribal group in identity crisis despite their rich cultural legacy. 

 

The exploitation of the indigenous people started long back, perhaps before 

colonisation when the societal norms were under the binary oppositions; powerful versus 

powerless or the civilised versus savage. But in all those days we cannot find any severe 

cultural distortion or cultural hegemony in the name of language. All the indigenous 

languages had their own distinct existence at the time. No ruler was that stubborn enough to 
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unite everyone through a single language. But there were many other malpractices and 

superstitions to remain the hegemonic positions intact. 

 

Nowadays we see an evident trend through the medium of language to make it as a 

tool for the State to maintain their hegemonic position. To be more precise, linguistic 

superiority became a matter of grave concern when the foreign invasion started. Dutch, 

Portuguese and British invaders played within the binary oppositions of powerful set against 

powerless. What all they could easily do was to make us belief that the Indians are 

uncivilised and the so called invaders are civilised and epitome of all the goodness. All the 

invaders gained superiority through the power of interpellation. They were reinforcing their 

superiority through all the possible ways and thereby created the colonial other (Indians). 

 

Today, India is a nation with 29 states which consists of different languages and 

dialects and forms a complex linguistic system indeed. We all know that there are 

vairoustribal groups in the north eastern states of India and they all show both linguistic as 

well as cultural diversity. India has its rich and varied heritage now and it is the only word 

INDIA which acts as an umbrella term to all those different language speakers in 29 different 

states. If this is the case now, there is nothing to be surprised in its tenfold cultural as well as 

linguistic diversity before colonization. 

 

Due to lack of formal education, documented history and awareness, indigenous 

culture has been misinterpreted and assimilated with others under the label of development. 

All these factors led them to the social periphery and resulted in the distortion of their cultural 

essence and indigineity. The Anglicization resulted from colonization marked the beginning 

of the indigenous language degeneration. The colonisers even changed our ‘uncivilised’ place 

names for their ease of pronunciation (Palakkad to Palghat, Alappuzha to Aleppy). A train 

journey across India would be more than enough to understand about this anglicization 

clearly. Their totalitarian attitude is quite evident from this very act of changing names. This 

anglicization in an indigenous language can only emerge after destroying the rhetoricity of 

the language. It is the rhetoricity of a language which gives a linguistic system a true life. If 

any language lacks the rhetoricity due to linguistic or cultural assimilations and 

standardisations, that signifies the degeneration phase of that particular language. 

 

Indigenous culture is going through its degenerative walkway with the emergence of 

globalization and its neoliberal policies which tries to standardise and unify everything in a 

single thread. In that respect, English language itself can be interpreted as a neoliberal tool 

which helps the corporates to grow themselves by unifying diverse people through a single 

linguistic medium.  

In a way, English acts as a neocoloniser through technology. Technological 

advancements also play a major role in the degenerative nature of the indigenous lanuages. 

English, being a global language, is a key to the vast dynamic technological sphere. Majority 

of the ones who belongs to the public sphere are now part of the technological sphere. Inorder 

to thrive in that arena and to use the platform as a democratic space, one cannot ever ignore 

the hegemony of English. 

According to Spivak, the leftists essentialise the subalterns. Gradually this tendency 

reflected in the public sphere as a general tendency to consider the third world people to be 
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same as having one identity and same issues. When the distinct ‘indigenous’ is forcefully 

placed under the title “subaltern”, the very distinct nature of ‘indigenous’ will definitely lose 

its discreteness. One of the major trends that we see nowadays is nothing but the tendency to 

treat all the rustic indigenous cultural ethos in a similar fashion. Double standardization 

happens here; one is from ‘indigenous’ to ‘subaltern’ and the next is the standardization 

resulted out of the neoliberal practices. 

 

It is the culture which distinguishes one group or category of people from another. 

Culture locates man in history and connect to his roots that paves a way to witness and 

understand various cultural features like mother tongue, arts, morals, laws, belief, customs 

and rituals. All these features together constitute to form his cultural ethos or ethnic voice. 

Each community of our society has their own distinct culture, history and literature. Those 

who have documented history is different from those who still follow oral tradition. 

 

Narayan is the first tribal novelist from Kerala. In his novel Kocharethi, Narayan 

discusses the real tribal lives through indigenous consciousness. Narayan makes use of their 

own tribal language which lacks the script. This makes the readers a bit difficult to easily go 

through the pages. The novel revolves around the life of Kochuraman who belongs to the 

Malayaraya tribal group seen in Kerala. Narayan has portrayed three stories of the same 

family in three generations. Narayan presents the shifts in the belief system in all the three 

generations. In Kochuraman’s time we see a more sophisticated mode of giving medicine. 

We cannot find him relying on any incantations anywhere in the novel unlike his father, 

Ityadi. When Kochuraman’s wife Kunjipennu develops a dangerous rash on being poisoned, 

Ityadi couldn’t successfully free her from ailments using ash and incantations. His failure to 

cure the wound marks a moment when the traditional practices come to an end and 

Kochuraman’s entry to adapt to the accelerating pace of colonial modernity: “Kochuraman 

collected certain roots and leaves from the forest, ground them into the paste, mixed it with 

warm water and gave it to the women to smear on Kunjipennu’s body”(Thankamma 14). 

 

Arrival of the colonial modernity changed the perspective of tribal, disruption of old order 

and on set of new, created both a culture shock and identity crisis among the tribes in his 

region.  

 

 The novel vividly portrays the innocence and illiteracy of the tribes which has been 

always exploited by the outsiders in many ways. When Kochuraman’s daughter, Parvathy 

falls in love with an outsider and urban Padmanabhan, she dare to break the bondage of their 

tribal customs and traditions. In this way, Parvathy becomes the symbol of modernity. But 

unfortunately, Kochuraman and Kunjipennu confront the arrival of colonial modernity as a 

culture shock which make imbalances in their present living conditions. The indigenous 

language degeneration resulted from globalization and standardisation parallels with the 

encroaching colonial modernity in Kocharethi 
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